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1.

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Perfect Power LetRipp II SMT_FTX Technical Manual.
Please note: The SMT_FTX is a plug and play FUEL TUNER, it cannot be used as a PiggyBack controller. It is used for Fuel tuning only.
Please note: The SMT_FTX cannot be used on vehicles with direct injection.
2.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tuning Airflow or Manifold pressure #1
Tuning Airflow or Manifold pressure #2
Tuning Narrow band AFR (Lambda)
Tuning Wide band AFR (Lambda)
Tuning Fuel via OEM injectors (Plug and Play)
Tuning Fuel via an Extra injector
Retarding/Advancing Ignition
Controlling TURBO boost
Switching things ON/OFF
Regulating AFR with a control loop
Protecting the engine
Matching inputs to your engine
Standard USB 2.0 communication
Tuning Wide and Narrow AFR sensors simultaneously
External display connection

3. CONNECTIONS
The SMT_FTX has 5 connectors and a USB communications port.
3.1

PIN-OUT TABLE

NOTE: The GROUND pin (1) on the 14pin CONNECTOR is conducting CURRENT and therefore
must be connected via heavy gauge wires to chassis,

Main Connector
Display
Injection 5&6
Injection 3&4
Injection 1&2
Main Inj Input
8 7 6

5

8 7 6

5

8 7 6

5

2

14 13 12 11 10 9

8

4 3 2

1

4

3 2

1

4

3 2

1

1

7

1

6

5 4 3 2

FIGURE 1 SMT_FTX PIN OUT
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3.2

SMT_FTX MAIN CONNECTOR (20 PIN CONNECTOR)

Pin

Signal

1

GND

2

ANA1IN

0-5V Analogue #1 input

3

AMPIN

0-5V AMP sensor input

4

TPSIN

0-5V TPS input

5

ENGTIN

0-5V Engine Temperature input

6

CRIN

Crank signal input

7

SP1

SET POINT output drive 1A

8

MAPSW

Map switch input, open = MAP A

9

NAFRIN

Narrow AFR sensor/Analogue#2 input

10

CROUT

Crank signal output

11

WBMOD

Wide band LSU-4 modification in/output

12

A1OUT

0-5V Analog #1 output

13

NAFROUT

0-5V Analogue or 0-1V AFR output

14

SP2

SET POINT output drive 1A

3.3

Description
Ground, Chassis

SMT_FTX INJECTOR CONNECTOR (8 PIN CONNECTOR, THREE)

Pin

Signal

Description

1

INJ1

Injector activation

2

+S

Injector supply

3

+S

Injector supply

4

INJ2

Injector activation

5

ECU#1

ECU injector #1

6

ECU#1

ECU injector #1

7

ECU#2

ECU injector #2

8

ECU#2

ECU injector #2

Note: The numbers in brackets indicate the second connector!
3.4

SMT_FTX DISPLAY DRIVE

Pin

Signal

Description

1

+S

DISPLAY POWER ~12V

2

DISPOUT

Display signal output
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4.
4.1

GENERAL USE OF THE LETRIPP WINDOWS SOFTWARE
REFER TO THE LETRIPP SOFTWARE USER GUIDE.

This manual explains the general installation and operation of the PC or laptop.
4.2

USB COMMUNICATION

The SMT_FTX uses a USB2.0 communication. The supplied cable should be used or any standard
cable with an ‘interference prevention ferrite’.
5.

SPECIFICATIONS

Power consumption:
Power supply voltage:
Reverse Polarity Protection:
Momentary power supply:
Signal input impedance:
Pull up:
Ambient temperature:
Relay drives (2):
Ignition signal output:
OEM Injector drive 6 x:
Analog output drive 2 x:
Analog input range:
Narrow band input range:
Wide band input range:
6.

~ 100mA (0,1A)
8 – 36 V
Yes
up to 36 V, 5 MS
>10 K Ohm
2k2 Oh, switched
Up to 60 Degrees C (Passenger compartment)
1A (SP1, 2)
Bipolar, capacitor based
1 Amp, 13-Ohm injector
0.005 Amp (5 mA), 0 - 5volts
0 - 5 Volts
0 – 1 Volts
0 – 5 Volts

MAPPING

The process means changing the SMT_FTX input to output signal relationship at various
operating points differently. A map has therefore many (more than one) entries, and one
particular entry applies to one selected operating point. Maps come in two ‘shapes’:
MAIN MAPS:
SIDE MAPS:

16 deflection points x 24 RPM points
24 points, Sometimes 16 points

= 384 points
= 24 (16) points

The SMT_FTX has the following maps:
ANA1 (RPM, TPS), AMP, ENGT
ANA2 (RPM, TPS), AMP, ENGT
NAFR (RPM, TPS), AMP, ENGT
WAFR MOD (RPM, TPS), AMP, ENGT
IGNITION (RPM, TPS), AMP, ENGT
OEM INJECTION (RPM, TPS), AMP, ENGT
AUXILIARY INJECTION (RPM, TPS), AMP, ENGT
BOOST CONTROL LOW, BOOST CONTROL HIGH, BOOST TARGET
AFR LOOP (RPM, TPS), AFR LIMIT, AMP, ENGT
The total of all points is 3328!
Of course, not all are needed for ONE, but all are needed for many different applications.
All of the above maps rely on:
RPM
TPS (can be manifold pressure)
AMP (can be airflow)
ENGT (Engine temperature, can be Air temperature)
The following sections explain how to get them.
SMT_FTX Technical Manual V1.1
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7.

OBTAINING RPM AND CALIBRATING IT

RPM is not required for LIMITING a signal via a parameter. This simple operation would not
justify this unit, so it is ignored.
7.1

RPM FROM OEM INJECTORS

That is the simple and easy way. Requirement: Connect the SMT_FTX injector harness #1 to any
cylinder and load the default map (CONFIG, Load DEFAULT). This sets the OEM injection
modification maps to zero (do nothing).
Tick:

SYSTEM DEF, RPM from Inject=ON

It is possible that your engine has ‘BATCH INJECTION’ or that it is a two stroke engine.
Tick:
7.2

SYSTEM DEF, Two Stroke
RPM FROM CRANK TRIGGER

The SMT_FTX derives the RPM reading from the CRANK signal input (pin6/14) when:
System definition, Rpm from Inject=off
The CRANK trigger input requires a single connection:

OEM ECU

SMT FTX
CB1+
in

Pin 6 of 14

Engine
FIGURE 2 TEED ONTO CRANK SIGNAL

Description

Input

Pin

Output

Pin

A) CRANK SIGNAL:

+CB1

6

CROUT +

10

A pull-up resistor can be specified in the
System Definition, Crank Pull-up
This is required for hall sensors. The Crank Pull up when activated will supply a 5 volt pull up.
The following drawing explains a hall sensor wiring:
SMT_FTX Technical Manual V1.1
www.perfectpower.com
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CB1+
out

ECU
Pin 10 of 14

Activation by "System Def"

2k2

Pin 6 of 14

Engine
CB1+
in

Crank Pull up Wiring
FIGURE 3 CRANK PULL-UP WIRING
The type of trigger signal used is set up via the parameter screen.
Parameter:
TEETH PER TURN (INCLUDING MISSING)
EDGES PER TURN
The edges per turn tell the unit how to calculate RPM. The Teeth per turn are needed to specify
the crank degrees per teeth.
7.3

RPM CALIBRATION

The RPM SCALE can be calibrated by a
UNLINEAR
CUSTOM
LINEAR
Process: The following picture explains this!
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8.

OBTAINING MAP DEFLECTION AND CALIBRATING IT

The map deflection should be a signal which describes the engine load. The following signals can
be used:
TPS
Throttle Position Sensor
AMP Absolute Manifold Pressure
Whichever you choose, connect the 0-5V signal to TPSIN, pin 4.
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9.

CONNECTING AMP AND CALIBRATING IT

The AMP signal is required because it describes the load of the engine. Connect the 0-5 volt
signal to AMPIN, pin 3.
The Amp sensor is calibrated so the full range of the
sensor gets used. By that I mean a normally
aspirated engine will go to a maximum pressure of 1
bar at sea level. So your upper scale shouldn’t be
more than 1 bar. With the amp connected and the
ignition key on, the sensor should generate a
voltage; this is displayed in the “Present Input
volts”. The voltage represents the atmospheric
pressure.
The example is setup for a sensor to display the
atmospheric pressure of 0.84; the voltage displayed
was 1.50 volts this voltage was entered into the
“High Calibration” volts, the position 20 was used to
allow the unit to calculate the values up to 1 bar.
The “Low Calibration” scale can be entered as
displayed.

10. CONNECTING ENGINE TEMPERATURE AND CALIBRATING IT
Connect the Engine Temperature signal to ENGTIN, pin 5.
This sensor must be calibrated so the unit can be
mapped to compensate for cold and hot conditions.
With the ignition key on the displayed voltage would
be entered into the “High Calibration” this voltage
into the upper calibration point. When the sensor
cools down it will have a lower voltage. You need to
put in an educated guess as to the lowest
temperature the engine will experience and what
voltage this will be into the lower calibration point.

SMT_FTX Technical Manual V1.1
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11. TUNING AIRFLOW OR MANIFOLD PRESSURE #1
Airflow or manifold pressure are analogue signals, which is generated from a number of different
types of sensors in the engine compartment; examples of these are the air flow meter, mass air
flow meter (MAF) and pressure transducer (MAP) or temperature transducer.
11.1

PURPOSE

The OEM ECU signal input is ‘fooled’ to a different value from the actual. Thus the ECU will act
differently and reduce/increase the fuel. The difference the SMT_FTX makes can be as simple as
limiting the signal or mapping it at various operating points.
Most analog signals, with a few exceptions, range from 0 to 5 Volts and are used by the ECU to
determine the fuel quantity. By routing the signal through the SMT_FTX the analog voltage is
changed, which in turn results in a fuel change. Thus, allowing the car to be tuned. The input to
output voltage relationship can be changed at various engine-operating points. This process is
called “MAPPING”.
11.2

PROCESS

An ANALOGUE signal is intercepted, modified in the unit, and output. The signal can be any
analogue voltage in the 0-5 Volt range. The modification is via three maps, namely ANALOG#1
MAP (TPS/RPM), AMP and Engine temperature map.
11.3
Input
Output

CONNECTIONS
AN1IN
A1OUT

pin 2
pin 12

ECU

Analog 1 out

Pin 12 of 14

SMT FTX
Cut
Analog 1 in

Pin 2 of 14

Engine
AFM or MAP
FIGURE 4 ANALOG 1 WIRING
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11.4

MAPS

11.5

REQUIREMENTS

For Simple limiting and offsetting the outputs:
1. ANALOG #1 lower limit (Volts): Parameter, An1 upper Limit
This voltage setting prohibits the analog output to go BELOW the limit.
2. ANALOG #1 high limit (Volts): Parameter, An1 lower Limit
This voltage setting prohibits the analog output to go ABOVE the limit
3. Analog #1 Offset (Volts): Parameter, An1 Zero Offset
This setting removes the electronic offset error, or it can be used to shift the map up or
down.

For mapping the signal:
1) Obtain RPM input, see: 7.0 OBTAINING RPM AND CALIBRATING IT
2) Obtain TPS input, see: 8.0 OBTAINING MAP DEFLECTION AND CALIBRATING IT
3) Obtain AMP input, see: 9.0 CONNECTING AMP AND CALIBRATING IT
4) Obtain Engine temperature input, see: 10.0 CONNECTING ENGINE TEMPERATURE
5) Entering values in to the maps

SMT_FTX Technical Manual V1.1
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Map entry:
Main map and ENGT map entries are in counts (without a decimal point) 100 counts entry equals
1.00 Volts.
AMP map:
The entry is a multiplier. 1.00 puts the other map values on to the output without scaling.
11.6

COMPLETE CALCULATION

A1MOD=

A1OUT =

ANA1 MAP
+- AN1 ENGT
X AN1 AMP
AN1IN +-A1MOD +-A1_Zero

The A1OUT signal is limited to the low and high limits.
12. TUNING AIRFLOW OR MANIFOLD PRESSURE #2
The Second analog channel is a copy of Channel #2 with the following exceptions:
1) The Second analogue channel is shared with NAFRIN and NAFROUT. To Select the analog
operation:
Tick: SYSTEM DEF, NAFRIN is ANA#2
2) The input pin is NAFRIN, pin 9
3) The output pin is NAFROUT, pin 13
4) The Limits and offset can be found in the PARAMETER table
Note: The NAFR circuit is disabled!
This map follows the concept of the ANALOG #1, except in the following details:

SMT_FTX Technical Manual V1.1
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12.1

ASSOCIATED PINS

ANALOG 2 input
ANALOG 2 output

Pin 9 of the 14-pin connector (NAFRIN)
Pin 13 of the 14-pin connector (NAFROUT)

13. TUNING NARROW BAND AFR (LAMBDA)
The purpose of the AFR (Lambda) modification channel is to change the AFR reading the OEM
ECU receives from an exhaust sensor. This in turn affects the ECU fuel loop. Thus AFR tuning
becomes a powerful tool for fuel.

The input NAFRIN pin 9 and output NAFROUT pin 13 are shared between:
NARROW BAND MODIFICATIONS
and
ANALOGUE #2 MODIFICATIONS
To select Narrow band AFR modifications, set SYSTEM DEF, NAFRIN is ANA#2=OFF
13.1

ASSOCIATED PINS

NAFRIN
NAFROUT

Pin 9 of 14
Pin 13 of 14

SMT_FTX Technical Manual V1.1
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ECU

Analog 2 out

Pin13 of 14

SMT FTX
Cut
Analog 2 in

Pin 9 of 14

Engine
AFM , MAP
or Narrow Band
FIGURE 5 ANALOG 1 WIRING
13.2

APPLICATION

The narrow band sensor has an output signal from 0 (lean) to 1Volt (Rich). This signal can be
interpreted by the SMT8L and it is available for display in AFR or LAMBDA. The signal from the
sensor is routed to the NAFRIN pin and exits the unit by the NAFROUT pin. The table entry is in
AFR or LAMBDA, depending on the ‘Units’ choice (Tools, Units).
13.3

MAIN MAP

The entry is in AFR/Lambda values with a sign. Positive entries make the engine LEAN!
13.4

AMP SIDE MAP

The entries are in signed AFR/Lambda. Positive entries make the engine LEAN! The map is
optional.
13.5

ENGINE TEMPERATURE SIDE MAP

The same as above!
13.6

TOTAL CALCULATION
Total AFR modification=

Main map entry
+AFR_AMP
+AFR_ENGT

14. TUNING WIDE BAND AFR (LAMBDA)
Most modern engines, especially turbo engines, have a WIDE BAND probe before the CAT.
The reading of this probe can be ‘influenced’, but it can’t be displayed. The circuit is optimized for
the
BOSCH LSU-4 probe, which has 5 wires from the engine and 6 wires to the OEM ECU.
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The SMT_FTX has ONE wide band modification channel. The input and output are combined on
one WBMOD, pin 11 of 14.
The connection must be performed with one wire:
WBMOD

pin 11

LSU-4 RED

Depending on the specific sensor you have and the associated connector the following pin out
may be helpful:
LSU wire
RED
BLACK
YELLOW
White
GREY
Open*

Signal
IP
VS
VSIP
HH+
RCAL

LSU pin numbers
7057 6066 17025
6
1
1
RED
1
2
6
5
3
2
4
4
3
3
5
4
2
6
5
GREEN

Explanation:
The LSU-4 sensor has a calibration resistor build in to the connector. The value is between 50
and 150 Ohm. One side of the calibration resistor has NO wire attached. This is the GREEN
signal. The other side of the resistor has a wire attached and this is RED.
14.1

MAPS

14.2

CALCULATIONS
Main map entry
+ Engine temperature map entry
+ AMP map entry
+ WIDE BAND ZERO (parameter)

SMT_FTX Technical Manual V1.1
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15. TUNING FUEL VIA OEM INJECTORS (PLUG AND PLAY)
The SMT_FTX has 6 OEM injector circuits. All are controlled by one map. The injectors are
activated by sensing that the OEM ECU injects, measuring its length, modifying it and outputting
a different (Longer or Shorter) injector pulse in its place to the engine.
The OEM Injection maps allow the MODIFCATION of the original ECU injection length. The
following principal computation takes place:
Injection modification

=

Injector output signal

=

Main map entry
+ Engine temperature map entry
X AMP map entry
+ 100 %
Injection modification (%) of ECU injection length

Thus injectors ON time can be from 10% to 200%.
A map entry of ZERO results in NO modification =100% and means that the input from the ECU
is copied to the output.
Note: Pin 1 of 14 ground MUST be connected for the unit to work.

SMT_FTX Technical Manual V1.1
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Pin 1 of 14

OEM
ECU

SMT FTX
+S (in)

Pin 7 of 8

Pin 3 of 8

Pin 8 of 8

Pin 4 of 8

Pin 5 of 8

Pin 1 of 8

Pin 6 of 8

Pin 2 of 8

Inject 1 Signal (in)

+S (in)
Inject 2 Signal (in)

FIGURE 6 INJECTOR NO.1 WIRING – BASIC INSTALL

Analog 1 (out)

Pin 12 of 14

Pin 2 of 14
Pin 3 of 14

Pin 8 of 14
Map Sw

Pin 5 of 14
Pin 4 of 14

OEM
ECU

Analog 1 (in)
AMP (in)
Eng Temp (in)

TPS (in)

Pin 1 of 14

SMT FTX
+S (in)

Pin 7 of 8

Pin 3 of 8

Pin 8 of 8

Pin 4 of 8

Pin 5 of 8

Pin 1 of 8

Pin 6 of 8

Pin 2 of 8

Inject 1 Signal (in)

+S (in)
Inject 2 Signal (in)

FIGURE 7 INJECTOR NO.1 WIRING – ADVANCE INSTALL
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15.1

MAIN (RPM / THROTTLE) MAP

Enter a number in the range from -90 to 100 (%) on the main map. An entry of zero does NO
modification.
15.2

ENGINE TEMPERATURE MAP

The entry in this map is ADDED to the main fuel map entry. Entries range from -90 to 100%.
15.3

AMP SIGNAL TABLE (OPTIONAL)

A multiplication (scaling) factor in the range from 0.01 to 9.99 can be used. An entry of 1.00 will
do no multiplication (scaling) to the sum value of the above maps.
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16. TUNING FUEL VIA AN EXTRA INJECTOR
Purpose:
It is sometimes required to help the OEM injector in the fuel delivery. This is specifically required
when:
Ethanol E85 is used: Requires 30% more fuel
The power is increased: Requires proportional fuel increase
The SMT_FTX has an AUXILIARY injector activation circuit which can be activated in two ways:
Normal mapping via TPS/RPM, AMP and Engine temperature. In this mode you inject what you
see. The auxiliary injector is activated at every OEM injection.
This auxiliary injector can also be used for staging to the OEM injection. The staging point is set
in the parameters and the TPS/RPM map is active. This allows injection when the OEM injectors
run out of time. The auxiliary injector size can be set in the parameters as a multiplier.
One Auxiliary injector driver for a 12 Ohm injector can be activated via one of the Set-Point
outputs. The selected output is activated on EVERY OEM Injection.
16.1

STAGED

The Auxiliary injector can be operated in two ways:
STAGED to the OEM injection

Select SYSTEM DEF, AUX Stage En=ON

The staging point and the staging 'slope' can be selected by:
PARAMETERS, AUX Stage point
Entry in percent
PARAMETERS, AUX Stage Mult.
At the point where the OEM injection EXCEEDS the Stage point the AUXILIARY Injection starts:
AUX INJECT

=

AUX INJECT MAP
x
(OEM injection – Stage point)
x
Stage multiplier

STAGE USAGE:
If the OEM injectors (Display: ECU Inj Utilization) top out at full throttle then the fuel can be
supplemented by an extra injector in the manifold. The flow-rate of the extra injector can be
adjusted by the Stage Multpl.
NOTE: a large injector requires a low multiplier!
16.2

NORMAL

The Auxiliary injector can be operated in two ways:
MAPPED

Select SYSTEM DEF, AUX Stage En=OFF

The injector is activated on every OEM injection by the length specified in:
AUX INJECT

=

AUX INJECT MAP
+
Eng. Temp Map
x
AMP map

ASSOCIATED PINS
SP1
pin 7/14
SP2
pin 14/14

Set Point output #1
Set Point output #2
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17. RETARDING/ADVANCING IGNITION
Ignition tuning is a little tricky and should only be attempted with great care. Nothing can be
gained from tuning modern engines, unless special circumstances prevail or once the engine was
modified.
17.1

PURPOSE

The ignition angle of an engine can be modified (retarded or advanced) to achieve one of the
following effects:
A) More power with high quality fuel (advance).
B) Avoid detonation after a turbo (Supercharger) installation (retard).
C) Retarding for poor quality fuel.
There are numerous other applications, which require better ignition angle control. Ignition
control is not successful on engines with active knock sensor control.
17.2

ASSOCIATED PINS
CRIN
CROUT

Pin 6 of 14
Pin 10 of 14

CB1+
out

ECU
Pin 10 of 14

SMT FTX

Engine

Pin 6 of 14
CB1+
in

Crank Wiring
FIGURE 8 CRANK WIRING
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17.3

THE IGNITION CIRCUIT IS SAFE GUARDED BY PARAMETERS AS FOLLOWS:

17.4

MAX ADVANCE/RETARD LIMIT

This is the maximum total advance the unit will allow for modification. It must be a positive
entry. See: CONFIG, PARAMETERS, Ign Adv Limit
See: CONFIG, PARAMETERS, Ign Ret Limit
17.5

START SECONDS

This is the time in seconds after starting the SMT_FTX waits before it will modify the ignition
signal.
17.6

MAPPING

The Ignition signal can be mapped within the specified (above) limits by:
17.7

MAIN (RPM / THROTTLE) MAP

For RPM: See 7.0 Obtaining RPM and calibrating it
For TPS See: 8.0 Obtaining MAP deflection and calibrating it
Enter a number in the range from the max retard limit to max advance limit on the main map.
Zero, will do no modification to the signal! Positive numbers ADVANCE!
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17.8

OPTIONAL AMP MAP

For AMP See: 9.0 CONNECTING AMP and CALIBRATING IT
The active value will be added to the value on the main map, for no modification place a zero on
this map.
17.9

OPTIONAL ENGINE TEMPERATURE MAP

The active value is added to the other values to form the overall IGNITION modification.
17.10 IGNITION SETUP AND INDICATIONS
STATUS, CRANK ACTIVE
This indicates that the SMT_FTX sees an input on the CRIN, pin 6/14
If the RPM indication (Set SYSTEM DEF: RPM FROM INJECTION=OFF) is unstable or has the
wrong value then the system parameters must be set.

Picture above shows correct settings for a 36-1 crank signal.
Picture below shows the incorrect settings for the 36-1 crank signal.

Edges per turn: The unit counts the 'EDGES' as per set-up and declares it ONE CRANK TURN.
Teeth per Turn: The unit computes the crank degrees per tooth from it. In the above setting
there are 10 degrees per tooth. From this the unit computes 1 degree, which is a measurement
in the maps.
18. CONTROLLING TURBO BOOST
The Boost control is for aftermarket turbo installations. It controls a 'bleed' solenoid, which in
turn controls the waste gate. Simple but effective! The purpose is to restrict the boost at low
RPM to prevent 'knocking' and increase the boost at high RPM where the airflow rate is
restricted.
For Turbo waste gate control
PWM bleed Air temp. map sites
PWM sites for cruising
PWM sites for full power
Target boost map sites
PID loop gain
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19.

BOOST CONTROL

The SMT_FTX has a boost control feature, which can be used to IMPLEMENT a boost control loop
after adding a turbo.
This does NOT MODIFY and existing boost control loop, but constructs a new one. The manifold
pressure is measured via the AMPIN (pin 11 of 20) and compared to a target map. Depending on
the difference to the target boost pressure the output PWM to the bleeder solenoid is modified so
that the waste gate is closed/opened to achieve the target pressure.
19.1

PURPOSE

It is often desirable to add a turbo to an engine without DE-COMPRESSING the engine. In this
application precise boost control is required at lower RPM to avoid knocking, but higher boost
pressures can be used at high RPM.
The boost control is achieved via a “BLEEDER” valve, which controls the effective canister
pressure, and thus operates the waste gate. The signal to the bleeder valve is PWM.
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19.2

BOOST CONTROL MAPS AND PARAMETERS

BOOST TARGET MAP
Entry is in pressure (bar/lbs). For each RPM point a different boost target can be specified.
BOOST PWM LOW
This is the PWM BASE duty cycle in percent for low TPS settings.
BOOST PWM HIGH
This is the PWM BASE duty cycle in percent for HIGH TPS settings.
BOOST GAIN (PARAMETER)
This is a multiplier (0.01 to 9.99) by which the target to manifold difference is
before adding the result to the BASE PWM. If the actual manifold pressure differs
the target then the gain is too low. If the loop ‘oscillates’ then the gain is too
depends on the bleeder valve construction, the size of the waste gate canister,
used.
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Switched 12 volt supply

to manifold

SMT FTX
Boost
valve

to
atmosphere

Pin 7 of 14

to wastegate
FIGURE 9 DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL BOOST SOLENOID

19.3

WASTE GATE CANISTER

A waste gate canister with a pressure of less or equal to the LOWEST boost pressure must be
used. Normally 0.2-0.3 bar (3.5lb) is sufficient.
19.4

BOOST CONTROL OUTPUT

The boost control output must be assigned to a wire in the SET POINT SCREEN.
NOTE: DO NOT use a solenoid with less than 13 ohm.
19.5
•
•
•

BOOST CONTROL REQUIREMENTS
The PWM 0 and PWM 1 maps must have values >0
A WIRE must be assigned to the BOOST output in the SET POINT procedure
The AMPIN (pin 11) must be wired and the input calibrated.

20. SWITCHING FEATURES ON/OFF
The SMT_FTX has 2 set point (relay) drive outputs, which can be activated from 14 different
signal sources. This is for the implementation of, for example, fan control, gearshift lights, idle
assistance and all other small jobs around the engine and cockpit. All functions can be combined
in a logical fashion, and full polarity (higher than/lower than) selection is possible. Furthermore,
The SETPOINT procedure can be used to switch between the TWO operating maps A/B. The SETPOINT outputs are SHARED with the Auxiliary injection output and the BOOST solenoids.
The SET POINT procedure is a very powerful control feature. It seems very confusing at first
because what could be more simple than switching a relay on. BUT – it does so much more!
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The unit has two outputs, SP1 (pin 7) and SP2 (pin 14) which are selected (attached to a setpoint) by the WIRE selection.
The outputs are HIGH SPEED automotive FET’s and can drive relays, solenoids (PWM) and an
injector up to a current rating of 1 ampere.
Example of a 4 Pin Relay

30

Bottom view

87

85
85

86

87

86

Pin 85 and 86 = Coil
Pin 30 and 87 = Relay Switch

30

Fuse

Positive
Battery

Switched 12 volt
supply

85
Fuse

86

87

SMT FTX
Set point pin 7 of 14

30

Device power eg: Shift light

FIGURE 10 SETPOINTS
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The SETPOINTS are evaluated as follows:

20.1

LIMIT EVALUATION

This check compares the specified input with a settable limit (High/Low) and reports the state
back. A TRUE condition is required to proceed. An example of this would be a limit of 3000 RPM
and when the engine exceeds 3000RPM the condition would be true because the limit is set to
‘HIGH’.
20.2

FUNCTION EVALUATION

This check has three options:
NONE: No further checking is performed, and the limit result is copied.
AND: The true LOGICAL ‘AND’ evaluation is performed with any other function.
OR:
The true LOGICAL ‘OR” evaluation is performed with any other function.
A TRUE condition is required to proceed.
The MAP SWITCHING feature is attached here! See: MAP SWITCHING
20.3

WIRE EVALUATION

If both of the above conditions are TRUE, then an output is activated when a WIRE is specified.
20.4

ASSOCIATED PINS

Set point output #1
Set point output #2

SP1
SP2

7/14
14/14

21. PROTECTING THE ENGINE
The unit, like most LETRIPP piggy-backs, has a powerful protection mechanism. The protection is
designed to protect the engine against faults (a pipe comes off), abuse or mistreatment. It is
nice to have a more powerful engine, but it is equally nice to preserve it in case something goes
wrong.
The input to the protection is circuit is:
RPM
AMP
SMT_FTX Technical Manual V1.1
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Engine Temperature
Analog #1
Analog #2 (NAFR)
The functions the protection circuit can do are:
CUT
Ignition (CROUT)
RETARD
Ignition (CROUT)
MODIFY
Analog#1 output
Boost control circuit
Auxiliary Injector
All protection functions, except the CUT, are PROPORTIONAL. That means that the protection
modification increases with the amount of limit violation. In addition the time in seconds can be
specified in which the limit can be violated before the protection modification takes effect.
An example of modification protection would be:
If the engine temperature exceeds a specified point then reduce the TPS (via Analogue #1).
The UNIT has the following protection mechanism. Once a setting is exceeded, the result is
routed by ticking items in PROT.MOD SELECT
PROT.MOD SELECT
Cut Crank signal output
Protect Ign Cut
Cut OEM Injection
Protect Fuel Cut
Retard Crank signal output
Modify ANALOGUE #1 output
Protect A#1 En
Modify ANALOGUE #2 output
Protect A#2 En
Modify BOOST control output
Protect Boost En
Modify AUXILIARY injection
Protect AUX Inj
All operations are proportional, except the CUT mode.

21.1

Protect
Protect
Protect
Protect

A#1 Inv
A#2 Inv
Boost Inv
AUX Inv

PROTECTION BY CUTTING

CUT Ign.AMP Lim
Should the manifold pressure exceed the limit then the selected signal output is cut after the cut
time.
CUT Eng.Temp Lim
Should the engine temperature exceed the limit then the selected signal output is cut after the
cut time.
CUT Rpm Limit
Should the engine Rpm exceed the limit then the selected signal output is cut after the cut time.
CUT ANA#1 LIMIT
Should the Analogue #1 exceed the limit then the selected output is cut after the cut time.
CUT ANA#2 LIMIT
Should the Analogue #2 exceed the limit then the selected output is cut after the cut time.
CUT TIME Seconds
SMT_FTX Technical Manual V1.1
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This is the time in seconds after which the limit violation takes effect.
21.2

PROTECTION BY RETARDING

RET Ign.AMP Lim
Should the manifold pressure exceed the limit then the ignition timing is retarded gradually after
the time and until the ignition retard limit is reached.
RET Eng.Temp Lim
Should the engine temperature exceed the limit then the ignition timing is retarded gradually
after the time and until the ignition retard limit is reached.
RET Rpm Limit
Should the engine rpm exceed the limit then the ignition timing is retarded gradually after the
time and until the ignition retard limit is reached.
RET ANA#1 LIMIT
Should the Analogue #1 exceed the limit the ignition is retarded after the time and until the
ignition retard limit is reached.
RET ANA#2 LIMIT
Should the Analogue #2 exceed the limit the ignition is retarded after the time and until the
ignition retard limit is reached.
RET Time Seconds
The time in seconds before the SMT_FTX implements the retard protection.
21.3

PROTECTION BY MODIFICATION

MOD AMP Limit
The manifold pressure limit for the protection to kick in.
MOD Eng.temp Lim
The engine temperature limit for the protection to kick in.
MOD Rpm Limit
The RPM limit for the protection to kick in
MOD Time Seconds
The time in seconds before the SMT_FTX implements the protection.

21.4

PROTECTION STATUS

A Bold item will indicate that that Protection is
active.
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22. TUNING WIDE AND NARROW AFR SENSORS SIMULTANEOUSLY
This is a requirement when the Wide Band sensor BEFORE the CAT is tuned and the Narrow Band
sensor AFTER the CAT requires attention. Normally, a simple limit on the Narrow input will
suffice. However, an analog channel is required to full fill this function. The logical choice is
ANALOG #2 (Shared with NAFR) channel.
For the narrow band connections and operation:
Tuning Airflow or Manifold pressure #2
Tuning Narrow band AFR (Lambda)

Or:

For the Wide sensor refer to: Tuning Wide band AFR (Lambda)
Summary: Tune the wide band as you wish. You are most likely tune the engine richer after
fitting a turbo or supercharger. This in turn requires that the NARROW band sensor must be
restricted on the upper end (the voltage must be reduced by approx. 0.2V).
23. MAP SWITCHING
The SMT_FTX has two complete maps A (B). That is to say that you can switch between two
different tuned maps while driving. It is possible to have one map for fuel-economy, and the
other for performance. Or use the maps for different weather conditions. The Maps can be
switched automatically from the SETPOINT procedure, or from the hardware input (MAPSW, pin
8). The parameters and calibration are not switched. The maps can be ‘locked’ in to a fixed
position from the PC for tuning and downloading until the next power-up. When the map
switching is enabled (System Definition, Setp. Mapsw En) the hardware switching (pin 8) will no
longer function.
NOTE:

Please make sure that you have a valid tune map in map “B” before you
flip the switch.

The two tune maps can be invoked by:
23.1

MECHANICAL SWITCH

There is an option to connect (pin 8/14) an external mechanical switch to the SMT_FTX to enable
it to do map switching. Without this mechanical external switch, the unit will default on power up
to Map A (open pin). Should the mechanical switch be installed, the unit will power up and run on
the map selected. The transition between maps switching is seamless and can be performed
while the vehicle is in operation, provided both maps are loaded.

Map A

Pin 8 of 14

SMT FTX
Map B

Pin 8 of 14

FIGURE 11 WIRING DIAGRAM FOR MECHANICAL SWITCH
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23.2

PC MAP SWITCH

This is required when a blank unit is loaded with a previous established map. It is advisable to
load both maps. To facilitate this, the PC can change the Selected Map, regardless of what the
external mechanical switch is presently set to. However, as soon as the unit is reset or is
powered up, the SMT_FTX will revert back to the external mechanical switch setting. By changing
the software map switch, the unit will switch maps, even while the vehicle is in use. The PC
FREEZES the selected map and renders any other map-switching mute.

23.3

AUTOMATIC SWITCHING

The SETPOINT feature can switch the operating maps. This is done from the FUNCTION level in
the SET-POINT procedure. A FALSE evaluation selects map A. Mechanical map switching will no
longer function once automatic map switching is enabled.
For this feature to work the following items must be set:
a.
b.

Enable SYSTEM DEF, SETPOINT MAP SWITCHING ENABLED
Set Any of the SETPOINT features FUNCTION, ENABLE MAP SWITCHING
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24. USING THE EXTERNAL DISPLAY OPTION
The display option is a convenient way to display engine measurement in the cockpit without a
laptop. For this reason the unit has 2 pin connector, which allows the connection of 8 displays.
The engine measurement each unit displays can be selected by the PC.
This is the process:
1) Select up to 8 variables from the display list which you like to see on the external display.

With this step you assign a reference number to each variable.
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2) Connect one (or any amount up to 8) displays to the connector as follows:

8 7 6
4 3 2

5
1

8 7 6
4 3 2
Injector

5
1

8 7 6
4 3 2
Injector

5

2

14 13 12 11 10 9

8

1

1

7

1

6

5 4

3 2

Main Plug

Display

2
1

4 3
2 1

4 3
2 1

12 volts

3)

Short the ‘selection wire’ to +12V until the unit displays:

The displayed number from 1 to 8 is the reference number of the assigned variable in step #1.
4)

After a few seconds the variable is displayed.

5)

The selection process is only required once. The displays retain the reference numbers.

24.1

POPULAR DISPLAY VARIABLES
AMP
TPS
RPM
AFR
Injector Utilization
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24.2

DISPLAY OPTIONS
Average
Peak and hold
Mirror

25. ETHANOL
The addition of Ethanol to the regular fuel, or using E85 (15% fuel, 85% Ethanol) requires some
special considerations:
A) You need approx. 30% more fuel quantity for E85
B) The Octane rating of E85 is of the chart (very high)
C) It is green
D) It has cold start problems
The Ethanol applications can be described in three main categories:
Ethanol Performance
Manual Ethanol adjustment
Automatic Ethanol adjustment
25.1

ETHANOL COLD START

The SMT_FTX has a COLD START enrichment table linked to the engine temperature. Ethanol
requires very large fuel quantities below zero Celsius. These large fuel quantities work in two
ways:
They increase compression (which results in some heat)
They increase the ‘CARBON’ fuel portion for ignition
The E85 Cold start map is only active in Manual and automatic Ethanol mode.
The supplied DEFAULT map is a good start. Entry is in percent!
25.2

ETHANOL FOR PERFORMANCE

In this application one would use the very high Octane rating together with high compression and
improved ignition. Of course, you need to put 30% more fuel in to the engine and need to check
if the OEM injector’s can handle this. Remember, if you increase the power you need more fuel
as well. The required fuel gets easily out of hand as can been seen:
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20% more power
30% more fuel for E85
=56% total fuel increase
This increase is in most cases, if not all, too much for the standard injectors to handle. In most
cases even the fuel pump can’t handle this.
The first solution which comes to mind is replacing the injectors with higher flow rate ones.
However, this is not ideal because the side effects are numerous. A better solution is to use an
EXTRA INJECTOR (AUXILIARY INJECTOR) placed in the manifold. If this extra injector is of the
same flow rare as the OEM injectors then it can increase the fuel delivery by 25% for a four
cylinder engine. Double the flow rate and you have a solution!
The mechanical work is easy as compared to replacing the OEM injectors with high flow rate
ones.
Regardless of the previous advice here is a list of possible solutions to a fuel increase of 50%
• BIGGER INJECTORS
The SMT_FTX can reduce the injection time by up to 80%
• INCREASE FUEL PRESSURE PROGRESSIVLY
It is a little tricky to find the correct fuel pressure regulator, but it can work by using the
increase/decrease OEM fuel injection.
• AUXILIARY INJECTION AND MECHANICAL WORK
It makes use of the injector staging or normal injection mapping of the AUXILIARY injector
circuit.
• A LITTLE BIT OF EVERYTHING
The SMT_FTX is your partner. The solution above depends very much on your circumstances and
what you are used to.
25.3

ETHANOL FOR STREET USE, MANUAL ADJUST

This is the most popular version, because fantastic fuel economy can be achieved. Here is how it
works:
The tanking if E85 requires that you add fuel on top of the normal fuel injection. The question is
how much? The actual fuel required by the engine depends very much on your driving and what
you expect your engine to do.
For the following table I assume that you have un-diluted E85 in your tank:
Operation
Cold starting
Heavy towing
Town driving
Cruising

Addition
33%
33%
22%
15%

Save
0
0
9%
16%

The above table is a guideline! More or less savings can be expected.
If you race the engine from one traffic light to the next then you probable save less than 9%.
To enter this operation:
Tick
SYSTEM DEF, Man E85: AN1 is Mix
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The next step requires some engineering:
Connect the wiper of a potentiometer to the AN1IN pin 2.
Connect power (+5V) to the potentiometer.
The following drawing explains:

Ana#1 in

Pin 2 of 14

Activation by "System Def"

2k2

5 Volt
Pullup

Pin 6 of 14

10K ohm
Explanations: Putting close to 5V on the AN1IN input pin causes the unit to add 33% more fuel
and it will activate the COLD START enrichment.
25.4

ETHANOL FOR STREET USE, AUTOMATIC ADJUST

This mode of operation requires that the unit has a NARROW BAND AFR PROBE.
The units will then monitor the AFR measured, compare it with the AFR Target and adjust the
Ethanol fuel addition once the measured AFR falls outside the window.
Setting up:
Tick
(Un-tick
(Un-tick

SYSTEM DEF, Auto E85 Mix Adj
SYSTEM DEF, Man E85: AN1 is Mix)
SYSTEM DEF, NAFRIN is ANA#2)
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E85 AFR WINDOW: This allows the AFR to change in small amounts before the fuel is changed.
PARAMETER, E85 AFR Window
A setting of 0.3 AFR is a good start. The actual setting depends on the OEM ECU regulation!
E85 ADJ Time: This is the response time in seconds of the fuel adjust.
COLD START map.
The Default setting is a good start!

26. AFR LOOP CONTROL
The AFR TARGET MAP provides the loop target. A zero entry opens the loop. The target should be
14.7 AFR for cruising, and 13.2 AFR for full throttle.

26.1

IMPLEMENTING A FUEL CONTROL LOOP

The purpose of a fuel control loop is to optimize the fuel requirements of an engine. For this
purpose the Exhaust gas is measured (AFR, Lambda), compared to a preset target, and the fuel
delivery is adjusted until the target is met.
NOTE: If the OEM ECU has already an 'AFR CONTROL LOOP' then it is advisable NOT to
use this feature, except in areas where the 'OEM LOOP' is open!
An ‘open’ control loop means that no control is used. This is sometimes done at full power or
above a RPM limit.
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The SMT_FTX can perform an AFR LOOP for the purpose of controlling the required fuel mixture
precisely. The unit has a
SHORT TERM strategy, resulting in a rapid fuel adjustment
LONG TERM strategy, resulting in a memorizes adjustment
This requires the following items:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The measured AFR must be valid. This requires that the NAFRIN is in range.
The SYSTEM DEF, Enable AFR LOOP must be ticked
The AFR limit for this operating column (See AFR MAP) must be >0
The AFR target must be valid
The parameters: AFR OPERATION or AFR IDLE TIME must be satisfied

The above items activate the SHORT TERM loop, which will be indicated in the
STATUS: AFR LOOP ACTIVE
The fuel adjustment performed by this loop cannot exceed the specified limit!
The LONG TERM LOOP is activated by:
f)
g)

SYSTEM DEF: Enable AFR Trim
Parameter: AFR TRIM TIME must be satisfied

The proper loop operation is indicated in STATUS: AFR TRIM ACTIVE
The unit integrates the short term fuel adjustments and saves them.
If both loop strategies are working then the total fuel adjustment is just about double the limit
value at this map point.
Details:
The OXYGEN LOOP LIMIT (Shift F1) sets the up or down limit of the adjustment. This restricts
the loop adjustment. The OXYGEN LOOP ADJUSTMENT can be a positive (richer) or negative
(leaner) adjustment. The limit map entry applies to positive and negative adjustments equally.
An oxygen limit map entry of zero disables the particular map column.
384 AFR target values can be entered in the map. Valid AFR targets are 7 to 35 AFR. A zero
entry disables the loop at this point!
NOTE: Optimum AFR targets are from around 13.8 to 14.7 under cruising conditions
and 12.2 to 13.4 under full load. These AFR targets are a guide only and may vary
between normally aspirated and forced induction applications.
The loop regulation speed is settable for two conditions:
a) For IDLE only = throttle position 0-3
b) For the rest of the throttle range = operation (ops)
The adjustment speed is highest with small numbers. The IDLE speed adjustment should be slow
(1-50) to prevent "RPM hunting". The operational speed adjustment should be fast (1-5) to get
the loop benefit within fast throttle movements. The real speed settings are best adjusted by
experimentation. The idle motor (if installed) plays a major part in the idle AFR loop time
adjustments (and may upset the oxygen loop at idle).
The goal is to get to the TARGET AFR as fast as possible with changing throttle conditions. Just
making the adjustment speed fast, leads to instabilities and very poor loop performance. The real
loop performance is influenced by:
a) The lambda sensor (type, age)
b) Distance of the sensor from the cylinder head
c) The limit to fuel map entry ratio.
d) Engine size, make, and transition behavior
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The best results are achieved with a perfect "FUEL BASE" map, and the loop adjusting for
temperature and other engine variations. A perfect loop is indicated when the adjustments are
small, and swing from positive to negative equally.
26.2

DETAILS LONG TERM AFR LOOP CONTROL

The AFR long-term strategy is a SECONDARY OXYGEN LOOP, which operates very slowly, and
remembers the fuel adjustment at each tuning spot. To enable the SECONDARY loop in the
LetRippII Tuning Software:
•
•

AFR TRIM
AFR TRIM TIME

:
:

Tick
Enter a value of 50

(System definition)
(Config, AFR IDLE ETC)

As soon as the loop is enabled, the LONG TERM TRIM indicates the SECONDARY fuel adjustment.
From now on, the Fuel is constituted by:
• FUEL MAIN MAP ENTRY
• + OXY COMPENSATION
• + LONG TERM TRIM
The long-term trim value is limited to the same limit as the OXY COMP. This implies that the total
loop adjustment is TWICE the specified limit. In reality, the total adjustment is approx. 1.9 times
the limit due to some mathematical calculation.
The long-term adjustment map is kept during power down.
27. WIDE BAND CIRCUIT CALIBRATION
The purpose of the calibration is to remove the electronic offset error. This can be performed as
follows:
Enter all zeros in the Wide band maps.
Attach momentary the WBMOD wire to the probe and observe that the engine tune is not
changing. Adjust PARAMETER, Wide Band Zero until the engine tune is not changing.
NOTE: The Wide band zero offset is calibrated in the factory before shipping!
28. KEYWORDS
AUXILIARY INJECTION
This is a separate injector drive, which is activated via the Set-point procedure. The extra
injector can be used to supplement the fuel.
BOOST DRIVE
The unit has the option to construct a boost regulating loop for turbo applications.
ECU, OEM ECU
The computer “box”, which is controlling the engine’s operation
MAPPING
A process by which, a signal is manipulated via the various tuning maps.
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INTERCEPTING
A wire is cut, and the two ends are “routed” through the SMT_FTX for the purpose of changing
the signal.
TEE IN
A wire from the SMT_FTX is joined to the standard wiring loom. The signal is only read, and no
modifications take place.
LAMBDA, OXYGEN, AFR
A lambda probe, oxygen probe, or AFR sensor all measure the oxygen content in the exhaust
pipe. At lambda 1.00 the AFR=14.7 and a narrow band sensor generates a voltage between 0.2
and 0.8 Volts.
CHIPPING
Traditionally this applies to changing the “chip” of the ECU to provide better performance. When
ECU’s started to control the engine it meant changing an EEPROM. The term now also applies to
adding a SMT_FTX to the car, without changing any chips or EEPROMS. The SMT_FTX has the
advantage over chipping because of the online tune and the retune capability.
MAF
Mass Air Flow sensor. It could be a device with a “FLAP” or a solid-state “hot wire” sensor. It
generates basically an analog output voltage, which increases with higher airflow. Some devices
compensate for air temperature (density).
MAP
Manifold Absolute Pressure. It is a solid-state device with 3 wires and provides an analog output
voltage, which increases as the manifold pressure increases. Since it measures the absolute
pressure the output voltage DECREASES at idle. We don’t like this term because is also applies to
a tuning map.
AMP
Absolute Manifold Pressure (AMP). The same thing as a MAP! We like the term AMP because it
can’t be confused with a tuning “map”.
MAP SWITCHING
All of our units have two tuning maps, which can be switched while driving. There are THREE
possible map-switching scenarios.
OEM
Original Equipment Manufacturer.
PWM
Pulse Width Modulation. The information is in the ON to OFF signal ratio.
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WIDE BAND LAMBDA
This is a 5 wire lambda probe (BOSCH LSU-4) with the part number starting with 025800. The
SMT_FTX can modify it. This probe is very popular because it measures the AFR very fast and at
very RICH mixtures, which is useful for turbo/supercharger applications.
PICKUP
It is a sensor, which “picks up” an engine measurement like temperature or crank angle position.
The sensor can be a Hall Effect (square wave) or magnetic (sine wave).
FEED-THRU
A method where a wire is cut and routed through the SMT_FTX for the purpose of modifying the
electrical signal.
BALANCED INPUT
Refers to a magnetic pickup (CRANK) where the pickup coil is isolated from ground. If a balanced
input is tested with a scope, then both wires have an opposing signal on it. If this type of sensor
is used then one side must be grounded.
MAP SWITCH INPUT
A switch input when not used defaults to MAP=A.
SET POINT RELAY DRIVES
An “open collector” output, which can drive a relay of 1A at 12 volts. The unit switches to
ground, so the other coil wire of the relay must be connected to + 12v battery or switched +12v.
The output state can be configured via the tuning software to switch on various set points. It can
also be set to depend on the polarity and in the case of linked set point functions an AND\OR
logic state.
INJECTOR DRIVE
The SMT_FTX switches to ground. The current rating is sufficient for ONE 13 ohm injector per
output.
DEFLECTION or THROTTLE input
It is a tee-in signal in the range from 0 –5Volts. Normally a low voltage refers to a closed
throttle.
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